
(continued)

Why do people need stress tests?
Doctors use exercise stress tests to !nd out:

How do I prepare for a stress test?

What happens during the test?
 

 

A stress test, sometimes called a treadmill 
test or exercise test, helps your doctor 
find out how well your heart handles its 
workload. As your body works harder during 
the test, it requires more fuel and your 
heart has to pump more blood. The test 
can show if there’s a lack of blood supply 
through the arteries that go to the heart.

Taking a stress test also helps your doctor 
know the kind and level of physical activity 
that’s right for you.

What Is a  
Stress Test?
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The results of your stress test may help your doctor decide if you have 
heart disease, and if so, how severe it is.
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Take a few minutes to 
write your questions for 
the next time you see 
your healthcare provider.

For example:

Call 1-800-AHA-USA1  
(1-800-242-8721), or visit heart.org  
to learn more about heart disease and 
stroke.

Sign up to get Heart Insight, a free 
magazine for heart patients and their 
families, at heartinsight.org. 

Connect with others sharing similar 
journeys with heart disease and stroke 
by joining our Support Network at 
heart.org/supportnetwork. 

We have many other fact sheets to help you make healthier choices to reduce your risk, 
manage disease or care for a loved one. Visit heart.org/answersbyheart to learn more. 

HOW CAN I LEARN MORE? Do you have 
questions for the 
doctor or nurse?

My Questions:
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Could it give me a  
heart attack?
Will I need more  
tests?

 

What is monitored during the test?

What equipment is used?

 Is there a risk?

 

Wires, or electrodes, will be hooked up to your chest and arms or 
shoulders. The wires are connected to the ECG machine.


